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The News and Views of the Association of Dive Program Administrators

This edition of Bottom Times brings my final
President’s Corner address--my term concludes 31
December 2021. It’s been an interesting two years.
Despite the toils of the pandemic, I am appreciative
of the opportunity to preside over the Association
during this precarious time.
Like other past
Presidents, I’m fortunate to have a cadre of
knowledgeable, committed, hard-working, and caring
Board members you know as Andrew, Halle, Holly,
Jake, and Paul. While the President is the first name
listed on our member page, the five Board member
names that follow equally share in leading this
Association. The ADPA Board operates by consensus.
While this structure is not standard, it has guided the
Association since 1992. Consensus does not provide
space for like-minded individuals to side and simply
say no. It requires that all Board members digest
seemingly contrary viewpoints to arrive at one that

My departure brings us a new President,
Jake Emmert--his term begins 1 January.
As both Secretary and President-Elect,
Jake has been integral to the succession
planning and process creation that the
Board has focused on the past few
years. Jake and the Board will continue this work and
other initiatives to strengthen the connection
between the Zoo and Aquarium diving community
and our state, federal, and research institution
partners.
2021 is an election year--Jake’s movement to
President leaves a vacancy in the President-Elect
position. That slot, along with Membership and
Secretary, comprises the 2021 ballot. Our bylaws
delegate election responsibility to the outgoing
President, so look for nomination information from
me soon. More details to follow inside this edition.
In closing, I am so proud of our membership--we are
the single largest dive program administrator (dive
officers) organization globally, and we don’t toot our
horn enough. The quality and quantity of discussion
on our Google Group are unsurpassed--it’s a proven
resource to dive officers, year one or year twenty
alike. This growth in the Association’s discourse, idea
sharing, and best practice creation is indicative of the
ever-augmenting knowledge base of our collective
membership.
I look forward to seeing you in Vegas!
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The Board hopes to see each of you in
person on 16 November in Las Vegas for
our Annual Symposium and Networking
Event and virtually the week of 8
November
for
Professional
Development Week.
The Symposium and
Professional Development Committees are lining up
another terrific panel of speakers addressing subjects
pertinent to the dive program administrator. Visit our
website for event location, schedule, and registration,
and COVID guideline information.

amalgamates to a synergistic whole. I
am convinced that this structure
bolsters our Association’s strength and
integrity.
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Hello, ADPA. Welcome to the 22nd
edition of our Bottom Times newsletter.
Your Communications Committee has
brought you another issue chock-full of
Association and industry information.
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Registration is STILL OPEN!
2021 ADPA Annual In-person Symposium Schedule
We are pleased to bring you an in-person 2021 Symposium hosted at the Golden Nugget in Las Vegas.
With the challenges facing our industry from COVID, the board did not undertake this decision lightly.
We have implemented strict Health and Safety Guidelines at ADPA Symposium and Networking Event .
More details can be found in the link above. Proof of full vaccinations are required to attend the
Symposium and Networking events; if you have any questions, please contact a Board member.
Registration for the Symposium and Networking event will close on November 9th, so get your
registration completed early.
Additional details for all events will be posted to the website and listserv as they become available and
registration is now open. See registration website or contact any Board member for assistance to register.
If you have your ADPA lanyards from last year, please bring them!
Registration reminder: RescueX is hosting hands on in person training sessions, with pre-registration
required for the 3 hour training. AM and PM time slots are available on Monday the 15th, Wednesday
the 17th, and Thursday the 18th; see the website for more details and the registration link.
The DEMA show will be running concurrently with the Symposium this year from Tuesday November 16th
- Friday November 19th. DEMA registration is open and we encourage you to check out their website for
more information.
We are also requesting that everyone (whether attending the Symposium or not) provide a short
organizational update video and some ‘ADPA A Day in the Life’ photos. The video should be under 30
seconds and be a creative ‘hello’ where you introduce: 1) your facility name 2) Dive officers 3) Total
number of dive staff and volunteers, and 4) total number of dives. The ‘ADPA A Day in the Life’ photos
should highlight some of the cool stuff you do at work. All submissions should go to
adpadayinthelife@gmail.com by November 1st.
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Calling all Committee Members, we will be hosting a Committee Social this year on Wednesday November
17th. Please contact Jake Emmert or your committee chair for more details when they become available.
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Professional Development Week
Schedule at a Glance
Week of November 8:

Professional Development Week
2021 Professional Development Week – ADPA

Sunday, November 14:
10 am – 4 pm
4 pm – 6 pm

Board Meeting
Executive Session (closed to members).
Open Session
Contact Mauritius Bell mbell@calacademy.org for location details

Tuesday, Nov 16:
Symposium and Networking Event = $225.00
10 am – 6 pm
Symposium
Golden Nugget Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas, NV www.goldennugget.com
The Networking event immediately following the Symposium has a new location this year, we will be at
The Commonwealth Rooftop Bar, located conveniently within 10 minutes walking distance on Fremont
street. The Networking event will be from 6:30PM -8:30PM with light food and an open bar.
Tue, Nov 16 - Fri, Nov 19:
DEMA
Las Vegas Convention Center South Halls

and the Brett Dodson Scholarship
winner is….
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Jannette (Nettie) Bodwell’s dive leadership career began in college, while
working as a teaching assistant and running the dive locker at Cal State
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB). These experiences inspired a love for
teaching diving as well as for working with dive equipment. Over the next five
years Nettie worked and volunteered with the Monterey Bay Aquarium, and also worked at
the local dive shop. A summer stint as the seasonal ADSO at the Oregon Coast Aquarium
followed…and then the COVID pandemic happened. So when the opportunity arose to be an
ADSO for the North Carolina Aquarium at Pine Knoll Shores (NCA PKS), she packed up and
moved across the country, away from the only coast she had ever known. Nettie started at
NCA PKS in May, and while the facility isn’t yet fully back to normal (pre-COVID) conditions, she says,
“during my short time here I have been able to work with some truly wonderful people. I am really looking forward
to building our volunteer dive program back up, and I am hopeful we will be able to do this soon.” When she’s not
at work, Nettie loves to bake, and really enjoys hiking the local trails.
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Scholarships
Applications now open / Australasia deferred
http://owuscholarship.org.
The Our World-Underwater Scholarship Society® is pleased to announce it is now accepting
applications for the 2022 scholarships and internships. The closing date for applications is
January 15, 2022.
For 2022, the Society will be accepting applications for two scholarships and six internships.
Due to the COVID lockdowns that have occurred and are continuing in Australia and New
Zealand, the Society’s Board made the difficult decision to once again defer the Australasian
scholarship until 2022. As disappointed as we are that we had to do this, we are pleased that
Millie Mannering, our 2021 Australasian Scholar, has agreed to postpone her scholarship
activities until June 2022. Therefore, we will not be accepting applications for the Australasian
scholarship for 2022.
Presently, we are optimistic that we will be able to bring the Society ‘family’ together again in
June in New York for our annual Symposium and Awards Ceremony. I look forward to getting
together again with everyone to renew friendships, celebrate our Interns and Scholars, and
acknowledge the efforts of our volunteers. We will share more details about the weekend as
they become available.

WDHOF provides educational, mentorship, financial, and career
opportunities to the diving community throughout the world.
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THE SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION PERIOD IS NOW OPEN
AND WILL CLOSE ON OCTOBER 31, 2021.
The Women Divers Hall of Fame ™ (WDHOF) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization dedicated to
honoring and raising awareness of the contributions of outstanding women divers. WDHOF
provides educational, mentorship, financial, and career opportunities to the diving community
throughout the world. Each year, WDHOF awards scholarships and training grants that provide
financial and educational support to individuals of all ages.
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https://www.wdhof.org/scholarships/sponsorship
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Moody Gardens continues support for Gulf of Mexico
mesophotic zone research
Submitted by: Jake Emmert, Dive Safety Officer, Moody Gardens

for shallow sampling targets.
Each day consisted of two
technical dives and two
shallow dives.
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The dive team consisted of 5
members, with divers rotating
through roles as mesophotic,
shallow, or safety divers
throughout the week. The
species sampled for the study
were two species of corals (Stephanocoenia
intersepta, Orbicella faveolata) and one species
of sponge (Xestospongia muta). Previous trips to
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The Moody Gardens Dive
Program (MGDP) recently
supported Florida Atlantic
University’s Harbor Branch
Oceanographic Institute on a
research expedition to the
Flower Garden Banks National
Marine Sanctuary (FGBNMS),
approximately 100 miles off
the Texas coast. Dr. Joshua
Voss leads the Coral Health
and Ecology lab at FAU Harbor Branch and is one
of the researchers studying connectivity among
coral communities within the Gulf of Mexico and
the larger western Atlantic basin (Florida, Cuba,
Mexico, Belize). Moody Gardens has supported
FAU Harbor Branch on five missions since 2016,
providing technical expertise and personnel, and
all resulting in tremendous successes. The trip
was planned in multiple stages, including COVID19 protocols which were effectively managed,
allowing the team to depart the docks on Friday
evening, July 30th. Over the following five days,
19 dives were conducted at both East and West
Flower Garden Banks to depths ranging from
164’ for the mesophotic sampling targets to 74’
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task loading, something not easily mastered on
deep scientific dives.

General Information:
Jake Emmert, DSO, Moody Gardens
One Hope Blvd, Galveston, Texas 77554
Email: jemmert@moodygardens.org
Office: 409-683-4104
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For more information on the trip or about the
research, both past and present, check out the
Voss Lab website. Dr. Joshua Voss and his team
are an incredible group of scientists and I would
be happy to share more information about their
work if interested.
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East and West Flower Garden Banks, including
McGrail and Bright banks, conducted similar
sampling and included an additional coral
species, Montastraea cavernosa. Breathing gas
mixtures for technical dives included helium
while at depth to minimize the risks of nitrogen
narcosis and oxygen toxicity. Staged
decompression dives used two gas mixtures
during ascent to aid in the elimination of
nitrogen the divers accumulated while at depth.
Each dive plan consisted of gas analysis, pre-dive
checks and planning, final briefing and
supervisor checks, entry and immediate descent
to ~150’-160’ for a planned bottom time of 25
minutes. Tasks when on bottom included correct
species identification, laser-scaled photography,
coral/sponge sampling, and pertinent data
collection. When the bottom phase of the dive
was complete, divers launched a surface marker
buoy from depth to begin their ascent from the
sand bottom of the bank, up the slope to the reef
cap. Safety divers entered the water from the
R/V Manta, descending on the surface marker
buoy line to meet the technical dive team and
provide support for the staged decompression.
The safety team would meet the technical dive
team along their ascent at 60’-80’ depth. Every
minute spent on the bottom equals
approximately two minutes spent in the water
column decompressing for this dive profile. Each
diver successfully maintained a high degree of

While conducting the sampling, divers noted
that lionfish and marine debris were present at
both East and West Flower Garden Bank. Debris
removed included what appeared to be an
improvised fishing weight. The locations of three
large anchors were noted, however they were
too large to remove with the dive team’s
configuration. All dives were safely completed,
with many of them exceeding the planned
sample numbers to be collected in one dive.
Even though the team was smaller than
originally planned, they were able to complete
all research objectives in the single 5 day trip,
including those planned for a second trip. The
team was well prepared for every outcome, even
the good ones!
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Organizational Spotlight: By Micah Reese, Allison Shafer, and Lauren Larese
Oregon Zoo, Portland, OR
About the Aquarium
The Oregon Zoo, located in Portland’s
Washington Park, is the oldest North American
zoo west of the Mississippi. Founded in 1888, the
Oregon Zoo, originally called the Portland Zoo,
was established when a resident seamanturned-pharmacist named Richard Knight
donated two bears (one brown bear, one grizzly)
from his private collection to the city of Portland.
By 1894, there were over 300 animals in the
Zoo’s collection. The Portland Zoo grew in size
and popularity, and in 1959 was moved to its
current location, still within Washington Park.
The Portland Zoo became internationally famous
in the 1960’s for its hugely successful Asian
elephant breeding program, the first of its kind.
The Portland Zoo became the Washington Park
Zoo in 1976, and again changed its name to the
Oregon Zoo in 1998. Today the 64-acre Oregon
Zoo is home to 2,585 animals representing 215
species or subspecies of birds, mammals,
reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrates.
These include 15 endangered and 7 threatened
species, and the zoo is active in 62 Species
Survival Plans. The Oregon Zoo is Oregon’s
largest paid visitor attraction with more than 1.6
million visitors in 2016. It is a member of the
Association of Zoos and Aquariums.

some of the many habitats dived by staff and
volunteers. The program operates largely under
the AAUS Scientific Exemption, and volunteer
divers are considered Divers-in-Training in the
Zoo’s scientific diving program. Daily tasks for
divers include using underwater power
equipment (vacuum/trash pumps and Meridian
scrubbers) in aquatic exhibits and holding tanks.
The Oregon Zoo dive program provides full
equipment sets for staff divers, and volunteers
are provided with cylinders, weight, and gloves
only, with the expectation that they will provide
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The Oregon Zoo’s dive program is currently
operating with 13 volunteer divers and 10 staff
divers, down from a pre-COVID volunteer roster
that generally ran at 25 divers or more. Staff
divers come from the Oregon Zoo’s Marine Life,
North America, and Bird teams. Together they
average 500-600 dives per year in exhibits found
throughout the entire zoo; sea otter, harbor seal,
kelp forest, polar bear, Humboldt penguins,
piranha, and mountain goat exhibits are just
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Dive Program
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The Zoo recently completed work on PA systems
in their Seal Habitat and Kelp Forest Habitat, and
are now in the process of training divers on fullface masks in both exhibits. They are looking
forward to completing that training and
beginning interpretive programs sometime in
2022.
DSO Micah Reese is the sole member of the dive
operations department at the Oregon Zoo.
Despite only working part-time in that role, he is
able to handle all equipment maintenance, dive
scheduling, and documentation by himself. He’s
also closely involved with the animal keeper
teams and contributes to animal care and other
zoo/animal-related issues. He and a dive
volunteer publish a quarterly Dive Team
Newsletter, No Current News. The newsletters
are full of Oregon Zoo animal updates, divesafety information and reminders, volunteer
diver spotlights, and more, and they’re a hit with
the entire staff!

Micah strongly believes that a robust and
sustainable volunteer program creates a safer
dive program as a whole. He says, “Volunteer
retention is a very important element to our
program’s safety. Most of our divers get to
explore and work in almost all of our systems on
a rotating basis within the first year, as they are
required to check out on each system as a tender
and then as a diver. As our divers continue in the
program, they learn that it is actually work much
of the time. The aim (and my job) is to keep
them coming back for more (the good ones that
is!) The dive safety experience one gains with
the routine of everyday habitat diving is
indispensable safety wisdom that is hard to
come by in the field. Well-trained and
experienced habitat divers are much easier to
manage over the years.”
Micah is proud of the commitment that his
volunteers continually make to the program. In
supplementing the Oregon Zoo staff divers in
their in-water duties, volunteer divers create an
annual contribution of keeper time to the
animals of more than 10,000 minutes, which
ultimately means more training and “cuddle”
time with the animals.
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with
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their own life support equipment
documentation of annual service.
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About the DSO

Micah had a unique opportunity when it came to
becoming dive certified. While his brother was
stationed in Okinawa, Micah was invited to come
learn to dive as a present from his brother. Micah
said of the dive site “the soft and hard corals were
mesmerizing.” When it was time for Micah to
attend college, he studied at Auburn University
and Portland State University, earning a degree
focused on Zoology and a second degree in
Theology.
Early on Micah had his sights set on becoming a
marine mammal trainer at SeaWorld. After
reaching out to many keepers and curators around
the globe, Micah was wished the best of luck and
informed of the influx of marine mammal trainers
in the industry and the highly competitive nature
of gaining entry. With this new knowledge, he
changed his career path goals.
While managing a large dive shop in Portland
Oregon Micah became an instructor, beginning his professional career as a diver in 2000. In 2015,
Micah came across a recruitment email from the Oregon Zoo searching for a DSO. Although
Micah was unaware at the time what a DSO position consisted of, he applied and matched to the
position due to the amount of training and qualifications he accomplished over the years.
Over the course of his time at the Oregon Zoo, Micah can say one of his favorite aspects is being
able to know that on any day their dive team could inspire a guest to become a DSO or a
professional diver looking to help the planet. As for his favorite in-water task at the Zoo, it has to
be in-water training sessions with the Zoo’s harbor seals. These sessions allow Micah to use his
unique skill set as a diver to enhance the seals’ care while also being able to directly work with
the animals and their keepers.
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In his spare time, you can find Micah hiking trails, his most memorable trail being the Lost Lake
Trail in Alaska where he was able to witness the Northern lights. He is able to capture these
memories and experiences with his trusty camera, as creative photography is another fun
pastime.
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Full Face Mask Storage
Submitted by: Ryan Yuen, Assistant Dive Safety Officer/Aquarist, South Carolina Aquarium

Proper Drying… Not Purging
The Problem:

We have an inside joke regarding FFM’s at the South Carolina Aquarium.
Divers will usually wait for comedic timing, their buddy having just donned
& strapped the FFM to their face: “Roach check”… Cue a laugh, pause,
then expedited removal of the FFM, ending with a strong purge & silent
prayer that nothing comes flying out. There’s a story behind that joke, but
thanks to proper hanging racks, that story has now become mythology.
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Draining all water out of a FFM is an important step for proper care, as is
an adequate hanging rack. The Guardian FFM can retain a surprising
amount of water. Simply tipping the mask or even hanging it upside down
can leave up to a shot glass’s worth of liquid trapped in the regulator
barrel (don’t ask me how we measured that). The procedure in a FFM’s
manual is the best way to completely drain water out of the mask.
However, we chose to follow our own method, because we’ve seen a
diver accidentally fling the second stage across the room while trying to
drain the mask (something about wet hands holding plastic).
Sometimes it’s easier to change the environment instead of the user. Our
4-step process is as follows:
1. Hold the mask, visor facing up.
2. Tilt the mask left and right to empty the reg barrel of water.
3. Hold the mask upside down and peel the oral-nasal pocket back.
4. Rotate the mask and orientate it to drain the rest of the water
from the double skirt via its inner corner.
Mask Hanging
To hang our FFMs we opted for the extra-long, double-pronged hangers
from our local hardware store. With these we’re able to organize our
FFMs with their matching reg and umbilical.
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The Solution:

That’s all there is to it! See you next issue with
another helpful Dive Hack. And if you have
tricks of your own you’d like to share, send
‘em in to: David DeBoer, Communications
Co-Chair, Pat McLaughlin or Sean Eckley.
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Industry
News
Upcoming Events:
2021
ADPA
ADPA

Virtual Professional Training Week - 10/8/21 thru 10/11/21
In-Person Symposium and Networking Event - 11/16/21, Las Vegas, NV

AALSO
DEMA

Hybrid In-Person/Virtual Symposium – 10/16/21 thru 10/20/21. Pittsburgh, PA – AALSO
In-Person Show -- 11/16/21 thru 11/19/21. Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas NV - DEMA

Hybrid In-Person/Virtual Meeting -- 2/20/22 thru 2/26/22. Moody Gardens, Galveston TX - RAW
In-Person Symposium -- 3/5/22 thru 3/9/22. Albuquerque, New Mexico - AALSO
In-Person Diving for Science Symposium -- 3/29/22 thru 4/1/22. Texas A&M Galveston and
Moody Gardens, Galveston TX - AAUS

AZA

Hybrid In-Person/Virtual Mid-Year Meeting -- 4/19/22 thru 4/24/22. Aquarium of the Pacific,
Long Beach CA - AZA
Hybrid In-Person/Virtual Annual Conference -- 8/27/22 thru 9/1/22. National Aquarium and
Maryland Zoo, Baltimore MD - AZA

AZA
ADPA

(In-Person or Virtual - TBD) - Symposium and Networking Event - 11/1/22, Orlando, FL

ADPA
DEMA

Professional Training Week (TBD on status and dates)
In-Person Show -- 11/1/22 thru 11/4/22. Orange County Convention Center, Orlando FL - DEMA

Resources:
COVID-19 Resources Page. Please view the ADPA COVID-19 Resources Page for updated links and
documents from UCSD. - ADPA COVID-19 Resources
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RAW
AALSO
AAUS
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2021 ADPA Elections Committee News
The Election Committee, which is comprised of ADPA Past-Presidents and is currently chaired by Holly
Bourbon, will be accepting nominations in November for the following positions:
● President-Elect (2-year term as P.E. + 2-year term as President)
● Membership Director (2-year term)
● Secretary (2-year term)
Any active member may nominate an active Professional Member (as defined by our bylaws) for an
open Board position. We encourage you to talk with that individual before nominating them.
Membership definitions, general Board job descriptions and election protocols can all be found in the
ADPA Bylaws ADPA Bylaws. If you’d like to nominate an eligible member please email the Elections
Committee at elections@adpa.org. with their name, title, and institutional affiliation.
The Election Committee will be reaching out in a series of emails outlining the process, candidates, and
directions on how to vote. Please take part in this vote as this is your organization. Please contact any
current Board member if you are interested or learning more about the experience.

2021 ADPA ADDITION OF IT POSITION
The ADPA Board of Directors plans to establish the Director of Information Technology (IT) as a seventh
board position. This position will also serve as the IT Committee Chair.
The Association's IT resources are the center point around which all other ADPA functions revolve.
From the public-facing website to the membership site, Google Group, and DPiC--the IT Committee is an
integral facet of its operation and strength. The Board needs the IT Committee Chair directly involved in
its decision-making processes and fully integrated into its structure consistent with the Membership,
Symposium, and Professional Development Committees. Due to the skill-set and training required, the
Board plans to make this position President-appointed.
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Greetings ADPA’ers! This year consider donating to the ADPA during Giving Tuesday. If you like to give
back, this is something you can do individually to support our Association through the Brett Dodson
Scholarship. It’s a great way to invest in our future as a community and for me, it’s a way to remember
Brett and tell him thank you. Happy holidays ADPA’ers! Link: https://adpa.org/brett-dodson-scholarship/
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As President, come 1 January, Jake Emmert plans to appoint Scott Chapman as the Association's first IT
Director, pending the broader board's approval.
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New Member Update
Associate Members:

Professional Members:

Name – Sara Boyd
Institution – Oklahoma City Zoo
Email Address – sboyd@okczoo.org

Name – Jannette (Nettie) Bodwell
Institution – NC Aquarium at Pine Knoll Shores
Email Address – jannette.bodwell@ncaquariums.com

Name – Sheila Clyburn
Institution – Busch Gardens
Email Address – Sheila.clyburn@buschgardens.com

Name – Christine LaFoy
Institution – SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment
Email Address –chrissylafoy@gmail.com

Name – Katie O’Hara
Institution – Loggerhead Marinelife Center
Email Address – kohara@marinelife.org

Name – Phineas Spencer
Institution – SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment
Email Address – Phineas.spencer@seaworld.com

Name – Florence Robertson
Institution – Aquarium du Québec
Email Address – robertson.florence@sepaq.com

Name – Chris Sukow
Institution – SeaWorld San Antonio
Email Address - Christopher.sukow@seaworld.com
Name – Josh Waldo
Institution – Discovery Cove
Email Address - Josh.waldo@seaworld.com

Mississippi Aquarium
Dive Team Member Position
The Mississippi Aquarium is looking to hire a full-time, hourly, non-exempt dive team member.
University of Rhode Island
Marine Research Technician w/diving and small boat experience
New England Aquarium
New England Aquarium DSO
ADPA Website Job Postings
https://adpa.org/jobs/
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AAUS Website Job Postings
http://www.aaus.org
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AZA Website Job Postings
https://www.aza.org/joblisting/
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The Informed Diver
Member Media Links:
Texas Monthly: Behind the Fight to Save the Gulf’s Spectacular Coral Reefs Article
Submitted by: Jake Emmert, Dive Safety Officer, Moody Gardens
Behind the Fight to Save the Gulf’s Spectacular Coral Reefs
This is an in-depth article that looks at the research and conservation efforts to protect and preserve the
Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary in the Gulf of Mexico.

Divers Alert Network: Shallow-Water Arterial Gas Embolisms
Written & submitted by: Joseph Gessert, Dive Safety Officer, New York Aquarium
Shallow-Water Arterial Gas Embolisms
Short article written about a diving-related incident regarding a trained diver working in shallow water
that resulted in mediastinal emphysema.

Diving into Science: Exploring our Underwater Exhibits
Submitted by: Lee-Roy Haarhaus & Sean B. Eckley, Assistant Diving Safety Officers, California Science
Center
https://californiasciencecenter.org/funlab/ecoexplorations/2021-09-09/diving-into-science-exploringour-underwater-exhibits
Short video created and published by the California Science Center Dive Office to showcase the tasks
and operations that take place in their aquatic exhibits.

Gear Recalls:
OTS: Recall of PowerCom 3000/5000 and MilCom 6000 Wireless Acoustic Transceivers
https://www.americandivingsupply.com/v/vspfiles/downloadables/PCMC-OTS.pdf
Recall effective date: June 21st, 2021
Aqualung: Voluntary Return Aqua Lung i330R Dive Computer
Aqualung i330R Technical Notice
Technical Notice effective date: July 28th, 2021
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American Diving Supply Recall List
Notices And Recalls By Manufacturers
List of SCUBA equipment recalls from 2015 -2020
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Class is in Session

Visit us at Booth 807 and attend our Annual

Repair Seminar
Wednesday 3:00-4:00
Thursday
3:00-4:00

Room S225
Room S228

We are excited to once again be attending the DEMA Show in November and are happy to announce we will be
holding our annual Repair Seminars. The Spare Air Repair Seminar includes hands-on rebuilding of the Regulator
and complete overhaul procedures. Certificate and Service Manual provided at end of course. Open seating - NO
reservation necessary. Price is $20 cash at the door.
Repairing Spare Air is easy:
• Have your trained staff repair the units
• Send directly to Submersible Systems for service
If you are interested in repairing Spare Air we recommend attending the Repair Seminar and we now have online
access to our repair video posted on YouTube. We recommend evaluating the regulator and dividing them into 2
categories – ones that need a basic repair or ones that are more complicated and require more work due to the
heavy-use commercial environment. Many attend the course just to become more familiar with repair process
and how the regulator works so they can perform minor maintenance in between full overhaul.
As an alternative, you can also send in your Spare Air units directly to us for Regulator Overhaul and/or
Hydrotesting. No need to stock parts and spend time on service, especially the ones that require more work. We
offer quick turnaround with a flat rate for the entire overhaul. Repair information, prices and instructions can be
found at www.spareair.com.

We look forward to seeing you at DEMA!
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Submersible Systems had been saving lives for over 40 years with Spare Air, the best-selling & smallest redundant
SCUBA system in the world. With over 350,000 sold since 1979, Spare Air should be a standard piece of SCUBA
diving equipment for the safety minded diver. Tested and approved by the US Navy and users like you.
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As a reminder, we are currently supplying a special Spare Air model with a few modifications designed to meet the
needs for Aquarium use. We are offering this product to you at a very special industry price. Keep your dive
program on the cutting edge of safety by adding Spare Air to your product list.
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Corporate Partner Report

www.animal-exhibits.com
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https://avesstudio.com
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http://www.spareair.com
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www.rescuextraining.com
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www.sherwoodscuba.com
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http://www.dan.org/store

OCEANEARS DRS-6E/SA361 DEFENDER
Acoustic Diver Signaling Device is now the leading
diver recall system in the World.
FEATURES:
100 Watts - Siren Power
Two Tones (Yelp & Wail)
2000 feet recall range
ECO-MATE Connectors
Weight: 14 lbs.

Operates on Internal
12 VDC Battery Power.

MADE in USA.

NO Receiver required
ONE YEAR WARRANTY
Recall Electronics in Grey Box
with TWO Toggle Switches. Pelican 1450 YELLOW Case for storage.
OCEANEARS DRS-6E Underwater Speaker with 25 feet of cable.

www.oceanears.com
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O.E. ENTERPRISES / OCEANEARS
1638 Cottonwood Drive, North Canton, OH 44720
TEL: 330-896-3644
CELL: 330-208-7962
oceanears@gmail.com
www.oceanears.com
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PRICE: U.S. $1650.00 plus shipping.

Oct 2021
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Bottom Times is the quarterly newsletter of the Association of Dive Program Administrators. Submit jobs, ideas,
and other info to the communication committee one month before the next release date.
Scheduled releases: April 2021 / July 2021 / October 2021

Communication Committee
Chair
Co-Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Dave DeBoer
Holly Martel Bourbon
Mark Lane
Allison Shafer
Sean Eckley
Brendan DeGrim
Lauren Larese
Pat McLaughlin

david@dadweb.com
(National Aquarium, MD)
hbourbon@aqua.org
(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
mlane@calacademy.org
(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
ashafer@calacademy.org
(California Science Center, CA) SEckley@californiasciencecenter.org
(Maritime Aquarium, CT)
bdegrim@maritimeaquarium.org
(Bass Pro Shops, Wonders of Wildlife, MO) lmlarese@basspro.com
(Adventure Aquarium, NJ) pmclaughlin@adventureaquarium.com

Board of Directors
President
President - Elect
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
Director-at-Large

Mauritius Bell
Jake Emmert
Halle Minshall
Paul Dimeo
Andrew Solomon
Holly Martel Bourbon

(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
(Moody Gardens, TX)
(Greater Cleveland Aquarium, OH)
(Aquarium of the Pacific, CA)
(California Science Center, CA)
(National Aquarium, MD)

mbell@calacademy.org
jemmert@moodygardens.org
hminshall@bhwk.com
pdimeo@lbaop.org
asolomon@cscmail.org
hbourbon@aqua.org

2021 ADPA Committee Rosters
Training Day – Paul Dimeo – Chair
Jon Nonnenmacher
Ryan Yuen
*Looking for Members

Corporate Partner – Mauritius Bell – Chair
Paul Dimeo – Co-Chair
Arnold Postell
Ashley McCarthy

Symposium – Halle Minshall – Chair
Jake Emmert – Co-Chair
Holly Bourbon
Peter Mawhinney
Ryan Yuen
Jon Nonnenmacher
Ethan Simmons
Shannon Hunt

IT Committee – Scott Chapman – Chair
Chris Miller
Allison Shafer

*Elections committee is chaired by out-going President and works with past Presidents to run the election.

ADPA Website www.adpa.org
ADPA Google Group https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/adpa (Member Access Only)
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Communications – Dave DeBoer – Co-Chair
Holly Bourbon – Co-Chair/Editor
Mark Lane – Co-Editor
Allison Shafer
Brendan DeGrim
Sean Eckley
Pat McLaughlin
Lauren Larese

Page

Membership – Andrew Solomon – Chair
Chris Duncan – Co-Chair
Chip Arnold
Lauren Larese
Amanda Weiler

External Affairs – George Peterson– Chair
Mark Craven – Co-Chair
James Bonovich

